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2016 International Architecture Exhibition

THE VENICE BIENNALE
Established in 1895, The Venice Biennale is one of the
most famous and prestigious cultural institutions in
the world standing at the forefront of research and
promotion of new contemporary art trends. In
addition to Art, the stand alone Architecture
Biennale was established in 1980 and runs in
alter nate years to the Art Biennale. The Architecture
Biennale addresses the academic side of
Architecture allowing National pavilions to showcase
their work and research with a new project and
curation team each Biennale.
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THE ISRAELI PAVILLION
The Israel National Pavilion was designed by architect
Zeev Rechter in 1952. Rechter is considered one of
the three founding fathers of Israeli Architecture
having designed many of Israel's iconic buildings
including the Inter national Convention Center, The
Tel Aviv Courthouse and the Mann Auditorium. The
Israel Pavilion is unique in that it has three exhibition
floors, a rarity in the buildings of the Giardini in
Venice where the Biennale takes place. Each
Architecture Biennale, a new curator and project
exhibits in the building.
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LIFE OBJECT
LifeObject explores the new

'cabinet de curiosités' filled with

relationship evolving between

biological materials which are

architecture and biology, and

expected to have a significant

involves the work of renowned Israeli

impact on architectural design and

researchers, architects, designers

construction.

and scientists (including Nobel Prize

In order to explore these

Winner Dan Shechtman) with more

dynamics further, the curatorial

than 100 contributors spanning

team, including architects Bnaya

diverse fields.
The central work of the

Bauer, Arielle Blonder, Noy Laza-

exhibition is LifeObject, a massive
16-meter-long "bird's nest" composed
of synthetic and natural materials.
The free standing structure inspired
by a 3D scan of a bird's nest
undulates and curves throughout the
lower floor of the pavilion and reacts
to the body heat and movements of
each viewer. This living structure
integrates artificial and natural
elements into an organic system.
Human presence around the
LifeObject triggers the opening of

rovich, scientist Dr. Ido Bachelet and
curator Dr. Yael Eylat Van-Essen,
invited seven groups of architects
and scientists, among them Professor
Dan Shechtman, a Noble Prize
Laureate, to synergize their
knowledge, and reorient their
approach towards architecture.
Examples range from using
nano-materials to naturally control
transparency in desert structures, to
employing cancer treatment
techniques to deal with urban
densification.
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EXHIBITION ABSTRACT
The LifeObject exhibition

bio fabrication and synthetic biology,

scientific analysis, coding, material

of the LifeObject demonstrates

revolves around the biological

putting forth speculative local

research and design, ‘LifeObject’

common biological characteristics.

paradigm that draws an increasing

architectural scenarios, from the

transposes the resilient properties of a

Self organization, adaptivity,

interest in the field of contemporary

nano-scale to urban spaces and global

bird’s nest into an architectural for m.

variation, redundancy and

architecture. It examines new

environmental phenomena. Some of

relations taking shape between

these proposals can be actualized,

the physical “Life Object”, a research

alter native design paradigms to the

human beings and their environment,

while others constitute new visions for

installation that integrates artificial

mechanistic architectural approach

discarding the binary distinction

the future.

and natural elements into an organic

of strength and control, suggesting

system; composite, smart, and

the interpretation of the LifeObject

exploration of the relationships

biological materials are combined to

as a biological material.

constitute a platfor m for an

between the artificial and the natural

for m a “living structure” that responds

interdisciplinary dialogue between

in the future built environment. Its

to its environment. It proposes a new

the exhibition centers upon

architecture and science as a

starting point is nature’s iconic model

way of thinking about systems of

resilience, an essential property of

for mative process in the Israeli

of a home - the bird’s nest; an

architectural production that operate

biological systems that refers to their

space. The exhibition joins

assembly of weak and light found

simultaneously according to coded

ability to cope with shock or trauma.

biomimetic practices along with

materials with no additional joints or

and random principles; a cross

This concept bears increased

glue, out of which emerges a free-for m

product of advanced technology and

significance upon Israel and its

complex structure that is extremely

crafted fabrication.

geo-political context, where states of

between nature and culture.
The aim of LifeObject is to
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‘LifeObject’ is a material

light, robust and highly resilient.
Through an experimental process of

At the center of the exhibition is

Synthetic, yet profoundly
biologically inspired, the materiality

low-energy synthesis present

The conceptual foundation of

crisis continually rise up, influencing
quality of life and spatial design.

BIOLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE
Biology is often used as an inspiration for architectural design because of the complex behavior and integration of living systems, which have been 'fine-tuned' over
the course of generations. The ever increasing power of computation tools today provides new opportunities for building systems to learn and adapt on their own to
environmental changes. However, this ability requires significant changes in the way that systems are designed, as well as the way they are programmed to behave.

I. Analyzing a Bird’s Nest

III. Smart Materials

V. Biological Materials

LifeObject presents a “living structure” that responds to its

Several biological phenomena, each bearing

investigating the structural principles of a bird's nest. The

environment. The breathing cycle of the LifeObject system

significant potential for implementation in futuristic

Jordan Sparrow nest, which was chosen for this research,

relies on the use of smart materials, which function as sensors

architectural projects, were chosen to be exhibited

was scanned and analyzed, to extract the relations be-

and actuators, activated and triggered by visitors' presence.

in the LifeObject’s Living-Cells. Each cell offers a

tween twigs, statistical dimensions etc. The quantitative

The smart materials chosen for the LifeObject come from the

different perspective on the potential use of

data, the qualitative data, and the material behavior

family of memory alloys, which have the ability to undergo a

biological materials in diverse aspects of the built

were examined to deter mine the relations among them.

solid-to-solid phase transfor mation induced by an appropri-

environment. These materials bear within them a

The combination of these three different aspects was

ate stimulus during which they can recover from seemingly

suggestion that we make use of their inherent

integrated into one iterative algorithm which was then

per manent strains and retur n to their original shape.

properties, for ms, and behaviors through their

The LifeObject installation is based on a research

implementation into architecture, and from an

executed on the planned installation objects.

II. Composite Materials in LifeObject
LifeObject is a new matter-structure, made of

architectural point of view. They demonstrate

IV. Smart Materials in LifeObject
Through the use of smart materials, the pavilion as a

synthetic fibre composites (FRP) that are structured similar-

whole is transfor med into a reactive space which operates

ly to all living matter, in a fibre-matrix organization. The

on two levels: on the human scale, where individuals trigger

natural cellulose fibres of the twigs are transposed into

the opening of the breathing cells, and on a larger scale,

advanced fibres such as aramid and fiberglass that are

through the changing opacity of the window, which fosters

knit or braided. Fibres are merged with epoxy resin, each

another point of connection between the visitor,

keeping its physical and chemical identity, yet for ming a

the structure, and the surrounding environment.

different aspects of biological processes and
behavioral patter ns among them: visualizing energy,
growth patter ns, sensing the environment, structural
networking, dynamic structures and recycling.

composite material with novel properties, that is then
transfor med into varied components.
In a hierarchical material construction, over 1500
composite “artificial twigs” are interlaced to constitute an
extremely light yet stable volume (of 10kg/m3). For m and
stability on the micro level of the component as well as on
the macro level of the structure are achieved by adaptability to stress, through processes of self-organization.
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ARCHITECTURAL SCENARIOS
The second part of the exhibition consists of seven studies created by teams of architects and scientists who were invited to propose
speculative scientific-architectural scenarios, using biological paradigms to relate to local and global planning and architectural questions

I. Behave

III. Nanocellulose Desert Shelter

V. The Breathing Building

VII. Diffractions of Urban Crystals - Haifa

The re-invention of materials through the
assimilation of new technologies has been
essential to the way architecture has evolved
and changed its form, expression and performance over the centuries. BEHAVE is an installation created ShaGa Shyovitz, Architects and
by Scientist Erez Livneh, that extends advances in genetic engineering to the realm of spatial and interactive design by activating synthetic living materials with sensorial biomarkers
from our human body. It suggests a bio-systemic approach rendering human interaction,
social behavior and even human emotions as
substance, and provokes our ability/consciousness to communicate and synergize with our
environment through such intricate resolutions
of material responsiveness.

The Nanocellulose Desert Shelter project is
a collaboration between NCArchitects, Guy
Austern and Prof. Oded Shoseyov, a nano-biotechnologist, that explores the architectural
potential of nanocellulose, a state-of-the-art
material composed of recycled natural fibers, in
the design of an educational and cultural
center for the Bedouin community in Israel’s
Negev desert. The center will be built entirely
from different compositions of nanocellulose - to
create the supporting structure, provide shading, insulation layers, as well as the transparent
fenestrations which naturally monitor incoming
light. All the nanocellulose layers will be bonded
together naturally using the material’s intrinsic
behaviour of self-assembly.

The breathing building is a project by the
architects Farah Farah, Moti Bodek, and Professor Elad David which proposes a bio-inspired building ventilation and air conditioning
system that mimics the breathing process,
where the nasal passage naturally conditions
the inhaled environmental air. The proposed
project presents a dynamic structure which is
the outcome of a joint collaboration between
architects and bioengineers. Anchored in the
mediterranean sea off the coast of Ashdod,
the structure is designed to fulfill the challenging function of creating an optimal HVAC
(Heat, Ventilation, Air-Conditioning) system by
using renewable energy in order to insure a
more sustainable and ecological manner.

Crystallography and modern urban planning both emerged at the turn of the 20th
century. Whereas crystallography advanced
into a new era of complexity and possibility,
using electric microscopes to unearth previously unseen patterns within crystal formations, urban planning is still struggling to develop new devices capable of identifying the
complex patterns within contemporary urban
space. This project seeks to apply the Nobel
prize winning research of Professor Dan
Shechtman in crystallography to the field of
urban planning, in order to create new tools
capable of recognizing and analyzing spatial
behavior patterns through the synthesis of Big
Data.

IV. Bio Smart City 3.0

VI. The Dead Sea Resurrection Project

II. Live It
The accelerated degradation of Netanya’s Kurkar Cliffs risks destroying coastal infrastructure, buildings and human lives. Natural
processes often clash with human needs, the
question is, how can this conflict be appropriately mediated. While the popular instinct is to
protect the cliff at any cost with a variety of
artificial interventions, new technologies provide, for the first time, the option to take a step
back and let nature take the lead
Live It is a TechnoArt installation created
by Tali Wexler of The Commons, a young landscape architecture firm, and Professor Uri
Shavit from the Technion University, who studies
water currents. This collaborative installation
allows people to interact with this natural
wonder, presenting a sustainable and resilient
policy proposal for the Israeli city of Netanya,
as well as other coastal cities worldwide.

BIO Smart City 3.0 is a dynamic installation
envisioned by Tagit Klimor from Knafo Klimor
Architects and Prof. Ronit Satchi-Fainaro which
applies the biological process of angiogenesis -

The Dead Sea Resurrection Project is a
collaborative project created by Prof. Arch.
Dan Eytan & Arch. Ruth Lahav, and Dr. Boaz
Tadmor M.D, which links the lake’s degenerathrough which new blood vessels form from
tion to TTTS, Twin to Twin Transfusion Syndrome,
pre-existing ones - in order to explore new meth- where identical twins relying on the same
ods of preventing urban over-densification.
source of nutrients stop receiving balanced
In order to assess the moment – where over- blood supply due to an anomaly in the fetal
crowding in a city has reached ‘the point of no
blood vessels. Most people relate to the Dead
return,’ this project examines whether tackling
Sea as a single body, but the exploitation of its
urban sickness could be pioneered according to resources has transformed it into two endanbiological principles and methodologies govern- gered lakes: the northern lake in danger of
ing cancer research. The installation consists of
drying up, and the southern lake in danger of
two towers constructed of plexiglass measuring
flooding the surrounding hotels. From a place
four and seven feet in height, respectively. Red
with potential for settlement, agriculture, tourand black liquid flows continually through a series ism and beauty, the Dead Sea has become a
of polyurethane conduits, intertwining within the sea of death. Creating the analogy between
two towers, demonstrating both healthy and
TTTS and the lakes’ current predicament opens
unhealthy levels of habitation, with green fluid
up a host of new approaches to tackling this
demarcating processes of healing.
pressing environmental crisis.
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THE CURATORIAL TEAM
D r. I d o B a chel et

A s ci enti s t a nd i nv entor
s p ec i a l i zi ng i n b i oni c s , s y ntheti c
b i ol ogy , a nd hum a n
a ugmenta ti on. H e gra d ua ted
from the H eb rew Uni v ers i ty
Fa c ul ty of Med i c i ne a nd d i d
p os t- d oc s i n engi neeri ng a t MI T
a nd H a rv a rd Uni v ers i ty . H e i s the
Found er a nd Pres i d ent of
Augma ni ty , a n i nd ep end ent
b i ol ogi ca l res ea rch i ns ti tute. H e
l i v es a nd w orks i n
Rehov ot, I s ra el .

Bnaya Bauer

An architect, completed his first
and second degree at the
Technion - Israel Institute of
Technology, as a fellow in the
AzrieliFellows Program. His
practical and academic work
spans from the urban to the
building scale. His research
compares urban and natural
morphologies, combines
interdisciplinary knowledge from
biology, image processing and
architecture, in order to
improve the quality of life in the
cities. He lives and works in
Haifa, Israel.

Arielle Blonder

An architect who graduated
from the Technion - Israel
Institute of Technology. She
received her MA from the AA
school of Architecture in
London and currently is a PhD
candidate at the Technion Israel Institute of Technology.
Arielle combines academic
research with practical work.
She lectures at several
architecture and design schools
in Israel. Her research focuses
on composite materials for
architectural implementation.
She has vast experience in
designing exhibitions and
exhibition spaces. She lives and
works in Tel Aviv, Israel.
.

Dr. Yael Eylat Van-Essen
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Is a curator and a researcher
specializing in the interface
between art, science and
technology. She graduated
from Bezalel Academy of Arts
and Design in Jerusalem,
received her MA and PhD from
Tel-Aviv University, and a
post-doc at the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem. She is a
senior lecturer at the design
faculty at HIT - Holon Institute of
Technology, where she is the
curator of the Research Gallery,
and also lectures at Tel Aviv
University, curates exhibitions in
Israel and abroad. She lives and
works in Tel Aviv, Israe l

Noy Lazarovich

Is an architect and recipient of
the Azrieli Fellows Program
scholarship. Completing her BA
in Architecture and Town
Planning and her MSc in
Architecture and Materials
Science at the Technion - Israel
Institute of Technology, Noy
currently teaches at the
Technion while leading
interdisciplinary projects
exploring the potential
applications of advanced
materials in sustainable
architecture. She works in
Tel Aviv, Israel.

TEAMS OF SCIENTISTS &ARCHITECTS
Prof. Dan Shechtman, Scientist; Dr. Einat Kalisch Rotem, Architect
Prof. Ronit Satchi-Fainaro, Scientist; Ms. Tagit Klimor, Architect
Prof. David Elad, Scientist; Mr. Moti Bodek, Mr. Farah Farah - Architects
Prof. Uri Shavit, Scientist; "Commons" | Envisioning the new public space, Architects;
Dr. Oded Katz, Scientist; Dr. Boaz Tadmor, Scientist; Prof. Dan Eytan, Ms. Ruth Lahav, Architects
Prof. Oded Shoseyov, Scientist; NCArchitects, Guy Austern, Architects
Mr. Erez Livneh, Scientist; ShaGa Shyovitz, Architects
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MEDIA CONTACTS &WEBSITE INFO
LifeObject.net
Ross Belfer, ross@Xhibition.com
(+972)-054-811-0476
Andrew Wasserstein, andrew@Xhibition.ocm
(+972)-052-616-3268

